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This past December, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas found that the Affordable Care Act
was unconstitutional.[2] The case at issue, Texas v. United States, is an attempt by twenty state attorneys
general, alongside two individual Texas residents, to revisit the Supreme Court’s holding in National Federation
of Independent Businesses v. Sebelius in the wake of recent amendments to the ACA.[3] Judge Reed O’Connor
held that the statute’s individual mandate is unconstitutional, as amended by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,
because it exceeded Congress’ congressional power to tax.[4] Moreover, Judge O’Connor found that the
remaining provisions of the ACA were not severable from the individual mandate, so the entire statute was
unconstitutional.[5]
Reaction from the legal and political community was immediate and heated. President Donald Trump
expressed his approval of the decision via tweet, stating that the decision was “Great news for America!”[6]
Political supporters of the ACA decried the decision, including Senator Chuck Schumer, who described the
decision as “devastating” and “ask[ed] senators – Democrats and Republicans – to intervene in the case when
it is appealed and say that the judge is completely off base.”[7] Commentators across the legal community
questioned the decision on the merits, arguing that the court’s interpretation of the newly-amended ACA were
erroneous.[8]
While the merits of the case are far from settled, the trial court’s decision raises several interesting procedural
points that may allow an appellate court to avoid reaching the substantive issue. In particular, it is debatable
whether the individual plaintiffs had standing to challenge the law.  A party seeking to invoke the jurisdiction of
a federal court must have standing to bring suit under Article III of the Constitution.[9] The Supreme Court
interprets Article III to require the plaintiff show (1) that they suffered “injury in fact”; (2) a causal connection
between the injury and the conduct brought before the court; and (3) that a favorable decision by the court will
redress the injury.[10] Generally, a plaintiff’s injury must be particularized and concrete; it must affect the
plaintiff in a personal way.[11]
In this case, however, the individual plaintiff’s injuries present a tricky, legal question. On one hand, the plaintiffs
suffer no legal penalty for failure to comply with the individual mandate because the tax penalty assessed for
failing to purchase qualifying insurance has been eliminated.[12] On the other hand, one could argue, as the
court does, that the individual plaintiffs have standing because they purchased a qualifying plan out of a sense
of legal obligation that they would not have purchased but for the individual mandate.[13] The latter argument
runs into to trouble when one considers the Supreme Court’s opinion in Clapper v. Amnesty International USA.
[14] There, the Supreme Court held that a plaintiff’s “fears of hypothetical future harm” is insu cient to support
a  nding of injury in fact, and any costs incurred in prevention of that harm were “self-in icted”.[15] Under that
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line of reasoning, the government could argue that the individual plaintiff’s belief that they were compelled to
purchase qualifying health insurance was “self-in icted” harm because they were unlikely to incur any legal
penalty. Essentially, the absence of an enforcement mechanism for the individual mandate complicates the
court’s rationale that the plaintiff’s suffered harm for their decision to purchase ACA-approved health insurance.
The political debate of the legitimacy of the ACA will likely continue on well-past this case. While the court’s
decision renewed the public debate around government-funded health care and will undoubtedly continue to
cause noise in the Fifth Circuit, this current challenge presents procedural hurdles which should allow the
Circuit Courts to put off the battle till another day.
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